
From: Cody Dunfee [cody.dunfee@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Sun 3/26/2023 5:19 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

Please give serious thought to revising the Fish and Wildlife Commission. By focusing on 

equitable geographical representation, we can more effectively address wildlife management 

needs. The Oregon Water Resources Commission has demonstrated the value of this approach. 

Leaving the current structure unchanged risks politicizing wildlife management in Oregon. A 

diverse commission can lead to better outcomes for everyone in Oregon. 

 

Sincerely, 

Cody Dunfee  

 



From: Jake Bonham [jakebon@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Sat 3/25/2023 9:27 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

By supporting HB3086 and redistricting the Commission seats based on the five river basins in 

Oregon, we can ensure commissioners are familiar with each area's specific issues. This is a 

more sensible approach than having commissioners from opposite sides of the state. Reducing 

politics in wildlife management will make the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife more 

efficient in managing our resources. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jake Bonham  

 



From: Prentice Danner [prenticedanner@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Sat 3/25/2023 4:04 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

Oregon's expanding population calls for an inclusive approach to wildlife management that 

addresses the interests of various stakeholders. The eastern regions of the state, which are home 

to Hispanic communities and Tribal entities, deserve better representation on the Oregon Fish 

and Wildlife Commission. The current setup mainly favors urban populations, disregarding the 

state's considerable diversity. As the Commission is being revamped, let's support HB3086 and 

work towards a new paradigm that values representation from all regions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Prentice Danner  

 



From: David Bartley [bartleyd730@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 12:52 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I respectfully request that you consider making changes to the Fish and Wildlife Commission. 

Implementing more equitable representation based on geography can positively impact wildlife 

management. We can look to the Oregon Water Resources Commission as a successful example. 

Maintaining the current structure may result in the politicization of wildlife management in 

Oregon. A diverse group of commissioners can lead to better management for all Oregonians. 

 

Sincerely, 

David Bartley  

 



From: Jordan Salomon [salomonjmf@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 11:01 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The additional Congressional seat gives us the opportunity to revise the OFW Commission. We 

need to seize this opportunity to better represent the regions of Oregon. The five river basins best 

represent the diversity across the state. The remaining two at large commissioners from opposite 

sides of the Cascades make great sense. I urge you to consider this amendment and the 

reformation of the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission.  

 

Sincerely, 

Jordan Salomon  

 



From: Doug Champion [doug@championlivingfitness.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 10:21 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

By backing HB3086, we can establish a diverse and equitable commission structure that truly 

takes into account the needs of Oregon's natural resources, wildlife, and habitats. This regional 

representation model leads to improved management decisions for wildlife, habitats, and the 

public. The expertise of biologists and residents in the river basins is essential for making 

informed decisions. I urge you to consider this as we aim to restructure the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Doug Champion  

 



From: Chase Duncan [chasedduncan@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 9:56 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I strongly encourage you to support HB3086, which would redistrict the Commission seats based 

on Oregon's five river basins. Each basin has distinct challenges that need commissioners who 

are familiar with them. This approach is more logical than appointing commissioners from the 

opposite side of the state. Decreasing politics in wildlife management will help the Oregon 

Department of Fish and Wildlife better manage our resources. 

 

Sincerely, 

Chase Duncan  

 



From: Kenny Bland [kbland102@msn.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 9:52 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I kindly ask that you consider revising the Fish and Wildlife Commission. By promoting more 

balanced geographical representation, we can better serve wildlife management needs. The 

Oregon Water Resources Commission has proven the efficacy of this approach. If we leave the 

current structure in place, we risk the politicization of wildlife management in Oregon. A diverse 

commission can lead to improved management, benefiting all residents of our state. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kenny Bland  

 



From: Brian Carson [briancarson1111@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Better representation on the Commission starts with HB3086 

Sent: Mon 3/27/2023 7:29 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The regional representation model proposed in HB3086 allows for a more inclusive and 

equitable commission structure that addresses Oregon's diverse natural resources, wildlife, and 

habitat needs. Adopting this model leads to better management decisions for wildlife, habitats, 

and the general public. Biologists and residents in the river basins hold critical knowledge that 

drives informed decisions. Please consider this as we strive to restructure the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Brian Carson  

 



From: Calder Russell [caldersr09@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Fri 3/24/2023 11:21 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

A regional representation model, as proposed in HB3086, guarantees that Oregon's natural 

resources, wildlife, and habitat needs receive equal consideration in the commission's structure. 

This approach leads to the best management decisions for our state's wildlife, habitat, and the 

public. Biologists and residents within the river basins possess crucial firsthand knowledge that 

informs decision-making. Please consider this as we aim to restructure the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Calder Russell  

 



From: JEFFREY PROCTOR [jeffreyproctor@sbcglobal.net] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Fri 3/24/2023 7:18 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The current political boundary-based representation of Oregon's Fish and Wildlife Commission 

has resulted in the underrepresentation of the state's diverse ecological regions. A better approach 

would involve commissioners representing natural river basin boundaries and having experience 

within their designated regions. Supporting HB3086 is important, as it seeks to revise the current 

statute in order to enable this change. By including the two remaining members from either side 

of the Cascade range, we can focus on wildlife and natural resources, which should be the main 

priority of the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

JEFFREY PROCTOR  

 



From: Calvin Bueltel [bueltcm@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Fri 3/24/2023 2:01 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The existing congressional districts do not accurately represent Oregon's diverse wildlife, 

landscapes, and natural resources. It is vital to acknowledge this in the commission's 

composition, as different habitats present unique management challenges. Effective management 

depends on representation from various sectors familiar with each region. When determining the 

Commission's new structure, I encourage you to place Oregon's natural resources above any 

political considerations. 

 

Sincerely, 

Calvin Bueltel  

 



From: Spencer Brown [willysmojo6@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Fri 3/24/2023 12:50 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

We have a unique opportunity with the additional Congressional seat to revamp the OFW 

Commission. To better showcase Oregon's diverse regions, the commission should reflect the 

state's five river basins. Furthermore, appointing two at-large commissioners from different sides 

of the Cascades can enhance representation. Please consider this amendment as we strive to 

improve the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Spencer Brown  

 



From: Timothy Price [timothy.alan.price@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 11:05 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The current representation on Oregon's Fish and Wildlife Commission, based on political 

boundaries, has led to an underrepresentation of ecological regions. A more effective solution 

would be to represent the natural river basin boundaries and have commissioners with 

knowledge and experience in their areas. Supporting HB3086 is essential, as it seeks to revise the 

current statute to allow for this change. The addition of two members from opposite sides of the 

Cascade range will help prioritize wildlife and natural resources within the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Price  

 



From: Austin Zimbrick [ajzimbrick@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 10:15 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

Supporting HB3086 allows us to create a commission structure that fairly represents Oregon's 

natural resources, wildlife, and habitat needs. The regional representation model fosters the best 

management decisions for the state's wildlife, habitats, and the public. The valuable firsthand 

knowledge of biologists and residents within the river basins is key for making informed 

decisions. Please take this into account as we work to reshape the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Austin Zimbrick  

 



From: Trevor Woolley [Woolleyt8@Gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 9:15 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I urge you to contemplate revising the Fish and Wildlife Commission. Adopting a more equitable 

representation based on geographic regions can significantly enhance wildlife management. We 

can take inspiration from the Oregon Water Resources Commission's structure. Keeping the 

current setup risks allowing politics to adversely impact wildlife management in Oregon. A 

diverse group of commissioners can lead to better decision-making for all residents. 

 

Sincerely, 

Trevor Woolley  

 



From: Corey Staley [coreystaley130139@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 7:08 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The existing congressional districts do not accurately represent Oregon's diverse wildlife, 

landscapes, and natural resources. It is vital to acknowledge this in the commission's 

composition, as different habitats present unique management challenges. Effective management 

depends on representation from various sectors familiar with each region. When determining the 

Commission's new structure, I encourage you to place Oregon's natural resources above any 

political considerations. 

 

Sincerely, 

Corey Staley  

 



From: Stephen Gabbard [sgabbard85@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 4:12 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The increasing population of Oregon calls for improved representation in wildlife management, 

particularly for the Hispanic communities and Tribal entities in the eastern regions. The present 

structure of the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission primarily serves urban populations, 

ignoring the wider diversity across the state. As the Commission is being restructured, let's back 

HB3086 and promote a new perspective on representation from all areas. 

 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Gabbard  

 



From: Mike DOLAN [dolamike55@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 1:49 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The new Congressional seat presents a chance to reevaluate the OFW Commission's structure. 

By incorporating the five river basins, we can ensure that Oregon's diverse regions are better 

represented. Furthermore, the inclusion of two at-large commissioners from different sides of the 

Cascades will create a more balanced representation. I urge you to thoughtfully consider this 

amendment as we aim to reform the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mike DOLAN  

 



From: "Leon-Paul DE BRUYN" [leon.debruyn@skynet.be] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 1:18 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

A regional representation model, as proposed in HB3086, guarantees that Oregon's natural 

resources, wildlife, and habitat needs receive equal consideration in the commission's structure. 

This approach leads to the best management decisions for our state's wildlife, habitat, and the 

public. Biologists and residents within the river basins possess crucial firsthand knowledge that 

informs decision-making. Please consider this as we aim to restructure the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Leon-Paul DE BRUYN  

 



From: Timothy Hill [timbnclark@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 12:17 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife will be more productive with less political 

influence in wildlife management. I urge you to support HB3086 and redistrict the Commission 

seats according to the five river basins in Oregon. Each region has its own issues that require 

commissioners who understand them, rather than commissioners living far from the actual 

wildlife management sites. 

 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Hill  

 



From: William Dearinger [us3dearingers@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Thu 3/23/2023 9:57 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I kindly request that you consider a revision of the Fish and Wildlife Commission. A more 

balanced representation, taking geography into account, would better serve wildlife management. 

The Oregon Water Resources Commission provides an excellent example of this approach. If we 

do not make changes, we risk politicizing wildlife management in our state. A varied group of 

commissioners ensures improved management for all Oregonians. 

 

Sincerely, 

William Dearinger  

 



From: Caleb Strough [caleb.strough@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Wed 3/22/2023 6:59 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The current political boundary-based representation of Oregon's Fish and Wildlife Commission 

has resulted in the underrepresentation of the state's diverse ecological regions. A better approach 

would involve commissioners representing natural river basin boundaries and having experience 

within their designated regions. Supporting HB3086 is important, as it seeks to revise the current 

statute in order to enable this change. By including the two remaining members from either side 

of the Cascade range, we can focus on wildlife and natural resources, which should be the main 

priority of the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Caleb Strough  

 



From: Jason Johnson [johnson.or96@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Wed 3/22/2023 11:09 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I respectfully request that you consider making changes to the Fish and Wildlife Commission. 

Implementing more equitable representation based on geography can positively impact wildlife 

management. We can look to the Oregon Water Resources Commission as a successful example.  

 

As a 26 year old, I have strong fears that our current wildlife management practices will not 

maintain sustainable wildlife populations for future generations of Oregonians to experience. In 

my short lifetime I've watched Mule Deer populations crash and listened to my dad and 

grandfather tell stories about what Oregon's Mule Deer populations use to be like. 

 

I believe maintaining the current Wildlife Commission structure may result in the politicization 

of wildlife management in Oregon. Wildlife management should not be political. I think it is 

incredibly dangerous to our wildlife to stray from the North American Model of Conservation. 

The North American Model of Conservation has allowed the United States to build and maintain 

robust populations of wildlife, and I believe straying from it will lead to the same wildlife 

population declines that other countries have experienced. 

 

A diverse group of commissioners can lead to better management for all Oregonians. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jason Johnson  

 



From: Terry Rensberger [rensbergert@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Wed 3/22/2023 9:37 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The existing congressional districts do not accurately represent Oregon's diverse wildlife, 

landscapes, and natural resources. It is vital to acknowledge this in the commission's 

composition, as different habitats present unique management challenges. Effective management 

depends on representation from various sectors familiar with each region. When determining the 

Commission's new structure, I encourage you to place Oregon's natural resources above any 

political considerations. 

 

Sincerely, 

Terry Rensberger  

 



From: John Pate [JOHNDPATE@GMAIL.COM] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Empower Regions with HB3086: New Commission Structure 

Sent: Mon 3/27/2023 8:26 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

In its current form, Oregon's Fish and Wildlife Commission does not adequately represent the 

diverse ecological regions of the state due to its reliance on political boundaries. A more sensible 

approach would be to use natural river basin boundaries, with commissioners knowledgeable 

about their respective regions. Support for HB3086 is critical in revising the current statute to 

allow for these changes. By ensuring the remaining two members are from either side of the 

Cascade range, we can prioritize wildlife and natural resources in the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

John Pate  

 



From: John Hughes [john@cantelofmedford.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Enhancing the Commission with HB3086 

Sent: Sun 3/26/2023 11:03 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

I encourage you to think about revising the Fish and Wildlife Commission. By creating a more 

equitable representation based on geographical regions, we can better meet wildlife management 

needs. The Oregon Water Resources Commission offers a successful precedent. Without 

changes, we risk politicizing wildlife management in our state. A diverse commission can lead to 

improved management, benefiting all Oregonians. 

 

Sincerely, 

John Hughes  

 



From: Joe Haezebrouck [joehaeze@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Enhancing the Commission with HB3086 

Sent: Sun 3/26/2023 6:51 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife will be more productive with less political 

influence in wildlife management. I urge you to support HB3086 and redistrict the Commission 

seats according to the five river basins in Oregon. Each region has its own issues that require 

commissioners who understand them, rather than commissioners living far from the actual 

wildlife management sites. 

 

Sincerely, 

Joe Haezebrouck  

 



From: Tom Meine [tmeine1263@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Enhancing the Commission with HB3086 

Sent: Sat 3/25/2023 5:41 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

The current congressional districts don't adequately represent Oregon's diverse wildlife, 

landscapes, and natural resources. We must ensure the commission's composition considers the 

distinct habitats and their management challenges. A well-informed approach by individuals with 

regional expertise is essential for proper management. As you consider the Commission's new 

structure, please prioritize Oregon's natural resources over any political considerations. 

 

Sincerely, 

Tom Meine  

 



From: "Andrew Phillips-Hungerford" [witter17@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Enhancing the Commission with HB3086 

Sent: Sat 3/25/2023 1:19 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

By advocating for HB3086, we can ensure that the OFW Commission adopts a diverse and 

equitable structure that truly represents the needs of Oregon's natural resources, wildlife, and 

habitats. This regional representation model enables better management decisions for the benefit 

of wildlife, habitats, and the public. The unique expertise of biologists and residents in the river 

basins is essential for making well-informed decisions. I encourage you to consider this as we 

look to reform the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Phillips-Hungerford  

 



From: Ian Fergusson [ian.fergusson@comcast.net] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Enhancing the Commission with HB3086 

Sent: Sat 3/25/2023 12:05 PM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

Please support HB3086. This bill helps create a commission structure that would better represent 

Oregon's natural resources, wildlife, and habitats. This bill would help ensure management 

decisions that are more likely to benefit wildlife, habitats, and the public than the current 

structure, which is politically-based. Wildlife management decisions should be science-based 

and made by knowledgeable experts. The firsthand knowledge of biologists and residents within 

the river basins is invaluable for informed decision-making. Please keep this in mind as we work 

to reshape the OFW Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ian Fergusson  

 



From: Omar Amezquita [oamezquita@gmail.com] 
To: rep.BobbyLevy@oregonlegislature.gov 

Subject: Enhancing the Commission with HB3086 

Sent: Sat 3/25/2023 11:32 AM GMT-07:00 

Importance: Normal 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the Legislature. Use caution clicking any 

links or attachments. 

 

Dear Representative Bobby Levy, 

 

With the additional Congressional seat, we have a valuable opportunity to restructure the OFW 

Commission. By incorporating representation based on the five river basins, we can capture 

Oregon's unique diversity. Adding two at-large commissioners from different sides of the 

Cascades will further enhance this representation. Please give this amendment serious 

consideration as we work to reform the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission. 

 

Sincerely, 

Omar Amezquita  
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